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INTRODUCTION 
 
 There is a default assumption in the field of urban legal history that systematic, 

coordinated action is superior to individualized, haphazard action when it comes to decisions 

about town planning and local land policy.1 Economic historians of colonial towns and 

institutions view the informality of early planning as an anomaly and a flaw; they argue that their 

irregular property systems were inefficient and failed to stimulate local land markets.2 In 

contrast, they argue that comprehensive plans and rectangular layouts facilitated land markets, 

which was beneficial for the settlements that adopted them. Theorists who agree with this 

assumption argue that the upfront costs of comprehensive planning are justified because they 

reduce the significant transactions costs caused by irregular plans and layouts.3  

However, these studies do not discuss a key factor that could reduce these costs: the 

social fabric of early settlements. In early New England, for example, the populations were small 

enough that initial set-up of a comprehensive system may have been prohibitively costly. While 

irregular surveying and planning may have had a negative effect on property regimes when 

populations were large, when the populations were small and “close-knit,”4 irregular 

demarcation was probably efficient in the short term both because it saved the high initial costs 

of setting up a regular demarcation system and because social interactions among neighbors 
                                                 
1 See, e.g., KEVIN LYNCH, THE IMAGE OF THE CITY (1960) (describing legibility as a uniformly desirable 
characteristic of good city plans); JOHN W. REPS, THE MAKING OF URBAN AMERICA: A HISTORY OF CITY PLANNING 
IN THE UNITED STATES (1965) (discussing the town plans of many major cities in America, and criticizing those 
without comprehensive plans); Gary D. Libecap, Dean Lueck & Trevor O’Grady, Large Scale Institutional 
Changes: Land Demarcation Within the British Empire (Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 
15820, March 2010); Frederick Law Olmsted, The Town-Planning Movement in America, in 51 HOUSING AND 
TOWN PLANNING: THE ANNALS 172, 172 (1914) (criticizing the “scanty” attention paid to planning in early colonial 
towns). 
2 E.g., Gary D. Libecap & Dean Lueck, The Demarcation of Land and the Role of Coordinating Institutions (Int’l 
Ctr. for Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 14/2009, July 21, 2009), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/ 
papers.cfm?abstract_id=1436986 (arguing that the reduced uncertainty, information costs, and transactions expenses 
from coordinated land systems improved land markets and were thus better for colonial economies). 
3 Id. at 41-42. 
4 The term “close-knit” for populations devising property regimes comes from Robert C. Ellickson, Property in 
Land, 102 YALE L.J. 1315 (1993). 
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minimized transactions costs and uncertainty. This paper examines how the social fabric of early 

towns mitigated the costs that demarcation theorists identify as the critical problem with irregular 

plans. It asks why and when early towns moved toward systematic, regular demarcation. 

This paper evaluates irregular and regular demarcation systems by undertaking a 

microhistorical study of one of America’s early colonial towns: New Haven. Founded in the 

1640s, New Haven exhibited a fairly irregular demarcation system at first.5 This study examines 

the dominant demarcation system in New Haven over time using three sources: (1) how land was 

allocated and surveyed, (2) how it was discussed in boundary litigation, and (3) how residents 

described land to transfer it to new owners. Initially, settlers adopted the irregular system and 

could rely on community knowledge to mitigate uncertainties about boundary lines and property 

ownership. I conclude that by 1700, the early, irregular demarcation system – which was built on 

collective knowledge and community cooperation – had begun to struggle. Accordingly, New 

Haven changed and formalized its approach toward demarcation, adopting a much more regular 

system. Alongside the rise of the regular demarcation system, the property description system 

and local litigation practices also formalized in ways that indicate that the rising population of 

New Haven was the main reason for the breakdown of the original land demarcation regime. 

This study is indebted to several lines of scholarship. Apart from the scholarship on land 

demarcation systems by economists that begins this introduction, the first is scholarship on the 

“efficiency thesis,” which provides a theory of when and why particular property regimes 

evolve. Scholars Harold Demsetz and Robert Ellickson have propounded the leading related 

                                                 
5 Libecap and Lueck would classify New Haven as a “mixed” system – it was not totally haphazard and irregular, 
since demarcation was at least centrally coordinated by the local government, but plot sizes and shapes varied 
drastically. Libecap, Lueck & O’Grady, supra note 1, at 11-12. 
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hypotheses in this field.6 Demsetz theorized that property arrangements evolve efficiently in 

response to changes in resident demand, whether that demand is driven by changes in 

technology, knowledge, or values.7 In his article, Ellickson argued for a more limited version of 

that hypothesis: that land regimes evolve efficiently to accommodate close-knit groups, or in 

other words, that land rules evolve in those societies to minimize the residents’ costs.8 This study 

tests those hypotheses. In early colonial New Haven, a close-knit group, the members tailored 

their land demarcation system to minimize needless initial set-up costs, when the collective 

knowledge from their social interactions helped reduce the transactions costs and information 

costs associated with irregular systems. When there was a change – when New Haven’s 

population increased and the social fabric was weakened – the property regime began to fail, 

until the residents ultimately chose to proceed toward more regular systems to minimize costs. 

The second line of scholarship this study involves is work on the “modernization thesis.” 

In the context of the history of debt litigation, multiple scholars have advanced the theory that 

the formalization of legal rules was a response to growing commercialization and the social 

complexity of economic relations resulting from an increased population.9 Some of the work on 

modernization theory has been the subject of critique on several grounds, including ways in 

which its methodology may wrongly suggest constant trends rather than accurately depicting the 

instability of an economy and society in flux.10 Another critique is that it wrongly emphasizes 

law as responding to amorphous community needs rather than law changing as a function of the 

                                                 
6 Ellickson, supra note 4, at 1320; Harold Demsetz, Toward a Theory of Property Rights, 57 AM. ECON. REV. 347, 
350 (Pap. & Proc. 1967). 
7 Demsetz, supra note 6, at 350. 
8 Ellickson, supra note 4, at 1320-21. 
9 See BRUCE H. MANN, NEIGHBORS AND STRANGERS: LAW AND COMMUNITY IN EARLY CONNECTICUT 9 (1987); 
MORTON J. HORWITZ, THE TRANSFORMATION OF AMERICAN LAW, 1780-1860, at 160-73 (1977).  
10 See Claire Priest, Currency Policies and Legal Development in Colonial New England, 110 YALE L.J. 1303, 1389 
(2001). 
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policies of colonial governments and the British authorities.11 This study also tests the 

modernization thesis, by examining whether New Haven was pushed into systematic, formal 

property systems by the increasing size and commercialization of its population. Since scholars 

advancing the modernization theory have looked chiefly at debt litigation, they have not looked 

at boundary disputes, and this study provides a new addition to their work.  

My project also builds off work by historians of property on the formalization of land 

institutions, in particular, the work of David Thomas Konig, who has argued from his research in 

Essex County, Massachusetts that the land recording system and private property agreements 

there were formalized as a result of second-generation residents’ increasing claims to scarce land 

and their increasing willingness to litigate over ownership.12 The residents of New Haven were 

undergoing many of these same changes, which may have pushed their property institutions 

toward formalization. However, this study is distinct from Konig’s, although it complements his 

work. Rather than examining the evolution of recording institutions and private relations 

generally in New Haven, this paper examines when and why the actual demarcation system 

“formalized,” becoming more regular. It examines related institutions and private agreements 

only to understand why New Haven moved toward a regular demarcation system when it did. 

To evaluate the changes to New Haven’s demarcation system over time, this paper 

proceeds chronologically. In Part I, I more fully explain the theories about demarcation systems 

and introduce the colony of New Haven and its irregular system. In Part II, I examine features of 

three different aspects of New Haven’s property regime when the irregular, mixed system 

predominated: the survey and land allocation systems, boundary litigation practices, and property 

descriptions in the land recording institutions. These records demonstrate that the irregular 

                                                 
11 Id. at 1405. 
12 David Thomas Konig, Community Custom and the Common Law: Social Change and the Development of Land 
Law in Seventeenth-Century Massachusetts, 18 AM. J. LEGAL HIST. 137 (1974). 
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demarcation system functioned because of community knowledge. In Part III, I analyze the ways 

that those three aspects of the property regime began to change in the eighteenth century. After 

1700, reliance on collective knowledge fell out of favor in litigation and property descriptions, 

replaced by reference to public records and documentation. And in newly surveyed land, regular 

demarcation became predominant. I argue that New Haven’s increase in population and the 

corresponding decline in the availability of community knowledge caused this shift toward a 

more regular system. In Part IV, I suggest some effects that the rise of the regular demarcation 

system may have had on New Haven, possibly including positive effects on land values and the 

overall economy. The final Part concludes. 

I. LAND DEMARCATION SYSTEMS AND THE EARLY COLONIES: A PRIMER 
  
 A. THE CASE FOR COMPREHENSIVE DEMARCATION 
 
 Almost all historical and economic scholarship, most notably the work of economists 

Gary Libecap and Dean Lueck,13 argues that comprehensive land demarcation systems are 

normatively better for early settlements. Libecap and Lueck evaluate demarcation regimes across 

a spectrum, proceeding from most systematic to least regular: the “rectangular system” (RS), a 

“hybrid or mixed system” (MX), and “metes and bounds” (MB).14 The features of each are best 

summarized as follows. In the rectangular system, parcels are similarly shaped, sized, and 

aligned. In a mixed system, parcels are not similar in shape and size, but are organized or 

surveyed in advance. In a pure metes and bounds system, there is no organized demarcation; 

survey would follow settlement.15 

                                                 
13 Libecap, Lueck & O’Grady, supra note 1; Libecap & Lueck, supra note 2. 
14 Libecap, Lueck & O’Grady, supra note 1, at 11. 
15 Id. at 8. 
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 In their most recent essay on demarcation systems, Libecap, Lueck, and fellow researcher 

Trevor O’Grady argue that the rectangular system offers three main advantages over the less 

organized systems of demarcation. First, there are enforcement cost savings: clearer boundaries 

lead to less litigation and less unclaimed land.16 Second, there are productivity gains: similarly 

aligned properties lead to fewer unproductive, oddly-shaped parcels.17 Third, there are 

informational benefits: demarcation patterns provide reliable information about individual parcel 

location, reducing litigation and boundary disputes and facilitating the information-gathering 

parties engage in when contemplating land transactions.18 The researchers acknowledge, 

however, that less organized systems have fewer entry costs: the high costs involved in 

preordaining a complex, organized rectangular system, and the resulting delay in settlement.19  

 To be sure, Libecap and Lueck are correct that there are major advantages to the 

rectangular system in many types of settlements – certainly easily-standardized addresses, simple 

implementation of infrastructure, and aesthetically-pleasing lines of parcels are desirable in 

many, if not all towns and cities. But they may understate the initial set-up costs, and they leave 

out the mitigating social factors in close-knit societies which might reduce the transactions costs 

on the other side of the equation. In a very small community, RS demarcation systems might not 

save enforcement costs or increase informational benefits any more than a mixed system would, 

given how much neighbors would likely know about each other’s land and how much they 

would cooperate to resolve disputes. Still, according to Libecap and Lueck’s theory, such a 

system has a fixed expiration date: when the community values which mitigate those costs 

                                                 
16 Id. at 7. 
17 Id. New Haven deeds are full of “triangular” parcels being traded from one resident to another. See, e.g., Deed of 
June 9, 1684 (recorded June 24, 1686), in 1A NHLR, supra note 31, at 240, 240 (referencing one such parcel). 
18 Libecap, Lueck & O’Grady, supra note 1, at 7. 
19 Id. at 8. 
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disappear, their theory would seem to predict that it would be efficient to proceed to a more 

regular demarcation system. This study tests whether that prediction holds true. 

 

 B. INTRODUCTION TO A MIXED SYSTEM: THE COLONY OF NEW HAVEN 
  
 The colony of New Haven was founded around 1638 by a small group of settlers seeking 

both religious freedom and the economic advantages of the land grab in the new colony.20 Its 

residents settled in the famous Nine Squares of New Haven, the first city plan in the American 

colonies,21 but the Nine Squares were known to them as the “town plat.”22 In its early years, the 

commercial enterprise at New Haven was a colossal failure; New Haven’s location near the 

colonies of New Amsterdam, Massachusetts, and Connecticut prevented territorial expansion, 

the harbor was shallow and semi-inland, and the agricultural productivity was never very good.23 

New Haven ultimately was absorbed into Connecticut, and became an important commercial 

center in the 1700s, because of its development as Connecticut’s primary port.24 The colony 

started with a population of around 250 at its founding;25 it then grew, to 1,400 inhabitants in 

1748, then to over 5,000 in 1756, then to over 8,000 in 1774.26 By 1800, the areas once included 

in the original bounds of the town of New Haven had around 11,000 people living in them.27 

                                                 
20 ROLLIN G. OSTERWEIS, THREE CENTURIES OF NEW HAVEN, 1638-1938, at 5-6 (1953). 
21 JOHN W. REPS, THE MAKING OF URBAN AMERICA: A HISTORY OF CITY PLANNING IN THE UNITED STATES 129 
(1965). 
22 See Petition of the Inhabitants of the Town Plat of New Haven, (No. 1a), microformed on 10 Towns and Lands, 2d 
Series, Connecticut Archives (Connecticut State Library, Hartford, CT). 
23 See CHARLES M. ANDREWS, 2 COLONIAL PERIOD OF AMERICAN HISTORY 146, 194 (1936). 
24 See generally Thomas R. Trowbridge, Jr., History of the Ancient Maritime Interests of New Haven, 3 Papers of the 
New Haven Colony Historical Society 85, 85-225 (1882), available at http://books.google.com (search title). 
25 CORNELIA HUGHES DAYTON, WOMEN BEFORE THE BAR: GENDER, LAW & SOCIETY IN CONNECTICUT, 1639-1789, 
at 22 (1995). 
26 Trowbridge, supra note 24, at 229. 
27 “Return of the Whole Number of Persons in the Several Districts of the United States” (1800), available at 
http://www2.census.gov/prod2/decennial/documents/1800-return-whole-number-of-persons.pdf (counting census 
results for New Haven, North Haven, East Haven, Woodbridge, and Hamden). 
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New Haven serves as a good model for a microhistorical study of the relationship 

between formal or regular land demarcation systems and social history for four main reasons. 

First, several prominent studies in legal history focus on colonial New Haven or Connecticut,28 

meaning this study adds to an overall picture of life and the legal system in that colony during 

this period. Second, New Haven is in a different region than the area focused on in the other 

major empirical studies concerning land demarcation (New England, as opposed to the 

Midwest),29 meaning the data is inherently valuable. Third, New Haven was planned much 

earlier than the areas on the western frontier examined by other scholars, and land was 

distributed in a very different way (to a very limited social group, rather than through a broader 

auction or distribution).30 By virtue of the areas they selected and the time periods involved, 

none of the economic theorists of demarcation institutions have a sample of data which includes 

a close-knit community like an early colony. 

Finally, and most importantly, the early history of New Haven is well-documented. The 

deeds in the New Haven Land Records date back to the founding of New Haven Colony in 

1639.31 These deeds record every land transaction in the town and city of New Haven, indexed 

by the names of the grantor and grantee. They are good sources for data on how property is 

demarcated and described. There are also good local records of town government proceedings. 

The New Haven Town Records exist in published form prior to 176932 and in unpublished form 

                                                 
28 E.g., DAYTON, supra note 25; MANN, supra note 9. 
29 See Libecap & Lueck, supra note 2 (using Ohio); Farley Grubb, Land Policy: Founding Choices and Outcomes, 
1781-1802, at 29-35 (Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 15028, June 2009) (discussing land 
demarcation in the western lands ceded after 1780). 
30 Grubb, supra note 29, at 36. 
31 The earliest deeds are either reproductions or faithful copies. 1-50 New Haven Land Records (on file with the 
New Haven City Clerk's Office) [hereinafter NHLR]. 
32 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1684-1769 (Zara Jones Powers ed. 1962); NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1662-
1684 (Franklin Bowditch Dexter ed., 1919); NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1649-1662 (Franklin Bowditch Dexter, 
ed., 1917). 
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thereafter,33 and the New Haven Proprietors Records, which are essentially minutes of the 

meetings of the Proprietors of the Common Land, the group responsible for new disbursements 

and land divisions, are unpublished but on file at the Colony Historical Society.34 The court 

records from the early Connecticut legal system are also readily available, although mainly 

unpublished.35 While these groups of primary materials serve as my chief sources of empirical 

data, I have also found valuable information about property institutions in New Haven in other 

colonial and Revolutionary-era documents. 36 

II. A STUDY OF IRREGULAR LAND DEMARCATION IN NEW HAVEN, 1638-1700 
 
 Early colonial New Haven had a mixed system of demarcation, with some fairly uniform 

areas and other areas full of oddly-shaped parcels and angular streets. As Libecap and Lueck’s 

theory might predict, the town was small enough that the initial set-up costs of imposing a 

regular system were probably prohibitive. Precisely examining New Haven’s system of land 

allocation and demarcation is challenging. There are no survey maps – they are gone, if they ever 

existed. In this Section, I use the Town Records, Land Records, and court records, some features 

of from that era to reconstruct and explore New Haven’s property regime: how land was granted 

to settlers, how land was surveyed, and how land was described in both deeds and litigation. I 

examine what light those processes shed on the irregular demarcation system, to better 

understand how it functioned to serve New Haven residents. 

                                                 
33 New Haven Town Records, 1769-1807 (unpublished collection, on file at New Haven Colony Historical Society). 
34 1-2 New Haven Proprietors Records (unpublished collection, on file at New Haven Colony Historical Society). 
35 New Haven Sup. Ct. Rec. (1712-1944) (unpublished collection, on file at Connecticut State Library); New Haven 
Co. Ct. Rec. (1666-1862) (unpublished collection, on file at Connecticut State Library). The Kirby reports, Root 
reports, and Connecticut Reports contain records of land disputes adjudicated in New Haven by the circuit court, but 
only beginning in 1789. See, e.g., Heirs of Hall v. Hall, 2 Root 383 (Circuit Court of Connecticut, New Haven 
County 1796) (discussing title dispute caused by uncertainty of boundary granted in the deeds); Porter v. Warner, 2 
Root 22 (Circuit Court of Connecticut, New Haven County 1793) (discussing action of ejectment in New Haven and 
relevant evidence admissible in property disputes). 
36 1-15 PUBLIC RECORDS OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT, available at http://www.colonialct.uconn.edu/. 
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A. DISTRIBUTING AND SURVEYING NEW PROPERTIES IN NEW HAVEN BEFORE 1700 
  

The townsmen of New Haven37 allocated new land to settlers in two different ways 

before 1700: either individually by parcel or in large groups of parcels during major land 

distributions. These land allocation and survey procedures can only be reconstructed from bits 

and pieces of the records pertaining to land disbursement.   

The granting and surveying of individual parcels of land dominates the early records. The 

process was as follows. A resident would request that the town grant him a piece of land, and 

might even request specifics, like desired size and location; the townsmen would then vote to 

grant the land from the commons to that individual on a case-by-case basis.38 After an 

affirmative vote, the method of laying out land usually involved a physical survey by one or 

more townsmen.39 In this system of on-site, individual surveying, it seems unlikely that 

comprehensive maps were drawn demarcating property in advance of the surveyor’s visit with 

the locals. The surveyor or surveyors would put stakes in the ground or mark trees to identify the 

proposed property lines, and would then report back to the townsmen, who would ratify the 

allocation of land to the buyer and record the transaction in the town records or the land 

records.40  

Individual surveying could result in lot layouts that were unpredictable and irregular, 

since the system was composed ad hoc and piecemeal. The colony tried to guide parcel 

                                                 
37 The townsmen were originally all the freemen in the town attending town meetings; later, New Haven was 
governed by “selectmen,” or a leading committee of townsmen elected by all the townsmen. Even early in New 
Haven history, the townsmen delegated many tasks to committees and subcommittees to make the governing body 
flexible and responsive. See generally sources cited supra note 32 (containing records of townsmen’s meetings). 
38 The records are full of these requests. See, e.g., NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1662-1684, supra note 32, at 36 
(request of Matthew Moulthrop for “a piece of meadow of about six or seuen acres lieing near southend” put to 
vote). 
39 Id. at 336 (describing the town appointing two surveyors to “view the place & make report to ye Towne” in 
response to a request by Jonathon Hodson). 
40 Id. (testimony of an individual claiming to have seen “a stake” in a particular location when land was originally 
laid out). 
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alignment over time by providing for how streets should be laid out or continued when it laid out 

land to an individual, either by prescribing exactly where the street should go, or by instructing 

settlers to leave space in their lots for a road, allowing them to choose the exact contours of the 

street, but likely encouraging them to lay out and align their holdings accordingly.41 Some 

evidence also suggests that surveyors drew up plots of the parcel and adjoining roads after laying 

them out in order to keep track of parcels for future reference when laying new ones out,42 but 

these pieces of paper have not survived. Still, even if some survey maps were drawn up, this 

system must have produced fairly random layouts. But it suited the early residents: in the 

seventeenth century, when land was abundant, residents had some choice over what land they 

wanted to improve, and the town could afford to lay parcels out on an individual and irregular 

basis. 

In the second method of granting land, the parcels were instead laid out en masse – in one 

of the major divisions of land. The “division” system deserves an introduction. It was the 

dominant way that New Haven common land was disbursed to residents of the colony from 1640 

until well into the mid-eighteenth century; I have found records of at least twelve disbursements 

during that time.43 The division system allocated land to residents according to their investment 

                                                 
41 See, e.g., NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1649-1662, supra note 32, at 164 (describing the creation of Water Street, 
a long road that tracks New Haven harbor; in the 1650s, the town government granted settlers land near the water, 
provided they leave room for a “Cart highway” somewhere across their properties, allowing them some discretion 
over where exactly it would go). 
42 In the context of the Atwater-Goodenhouse boundary dispute in 1659, the plaintiff brought forward that “[the 
original surveyor] went & laid it out by the old marked trees, & drew a plott of it, wch was now prsented to ye Court,” 
providing evidence that such drawn maps or plans did exist at some time. Id. at 405. 
43 The fourth division, usually referred to as the Half Division, occurred in 1704; so did the first division of the 
“Sequestered Land.” NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1684-1769, supra note 32, at 207-24. (Note that sequestered 
land was land allocated to individuals for “generall improvement . . . but not allowed for particular improvement” 
without consent of two-thirds of the proprietors. Id. at 183.) The fifth division occurred in 1711. Id. at 296-97. The 
second division of the sequestered land occurred in 1713, and the third division of sequestered land in 1723. Id. at 
345-49, 478-83. Plans were made to perform a sixth division in 1720. Id. at 461. I have found the occasional record 
referring to the seventh, eighth, and ninth divisions, but no record or roll of the lottery results or similar discussion in 
the records. See Deed of Apr. 24, 1738 (recorded Apr. 25, 1738), in 10 NHLR, supra note 31, at 480 (recording 
transfer of “a certain seventh division lott of Land in said New Haven”); Deed of Jan. 26, 1767 (recorded Mar. 2, 
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in the colony. Before 1700, only descendants of the original investors in the colony received land 

in these disbursements; different amounts of land were disbursed according to the number of 

people in the family and the size of their investment.44 The “first division” was the original 

layout of the home lots in the “town plat” in New Haven’s Nine Squares; the “second division” 

occurred around 1640, with the owners of the home lots receiving farm land in a radial pattern 

outside the Squares.45  

The third division, which occurred in 1680, is particularly well-documented and provides 

good insight into how group surveying worked prior to 1700.46 In 1680, some new freemen and 

soldiers were permitted to obtain land through the division system, but most recipients of land 

were still the original settlers or their heirs.47 The amount of land a head of household would 

receive may have been predetermined, but the lottery was significant because it might determine 

where in the area being laid out the parcel would be.48 The system did not account for the parcel-

by-parcel variation within the large surveyed areas, which must have dissatisfied some residents 

who drew an unlucky plot. Indeed, by 1682, just two years after the third division, a group of 

residents approached the townsmen about getting some additional land near their third division 

properties because the huge trees on the neighboring land cast so much shade that farming their 

                                                                                                                                                             
1767), in 28 NHLR, supra note 31, at 266, 266 (recording transfer of “one quarter part of one Certain Lot of Land 
Laid out in sd Town of New Haven in ye 8th Division in the Name of Nath Potter Senr”); Deed of Sept. 28, 1769 
(recorded Nov. 28, 1769), in 30 NHLR, supra note 31, at 264, 264 (transferring “one Certain 9th Division Lot Laid 
out upon the right of Joseph Potter”). 
44 HISTORY OF THE CITY OF NEW HAVEN 28 (Edward E. Atwater, ed., 1887); see also NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 
1684-1769, supra note 32, at 193-94 (stating that each person with a drawing in the division would receive two acres 
per person and ten acres per one hundred pound). 
45 HISTORY OF THE CITY OF NEW HAVEN, supra note 44, at 3. 
46 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1662-1684, supra note 32, at 389-93 (appointing Committee to prepare for the third 
division and specifying some guidelines for the laying out of the new lands). 
47 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1662-1684, supra note 32, at 402 (“[T]he Towne were informed that in theer 
considderations about ye sd 3d diuision they found som young men that had liued long in ye Towne, but were not 
orderly admitted inhabitants, and therefore whether they would be willing they should haue a portion of land in ye sd 
3d diuision, and allsoe som of them had been soldyers in ye Late war . . .”); see also HISTORY OF THE CITY OF NEW 
HAVEN, supra note 44, at 28. 
48 Id. at 200 (since lots were laid out “to each person as their Lot shal be Drawn or cast”). 
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third division lands was difficult.49 After lots were drawn, the townsmen recorded the results in 

long lists produced for each division, listing the freemen in the order their lots were drawn with a 

description of the total acreage awarded.50  

In advance of large-scale surveying after the division, the general area or areas to be 

surveyed were recorded in the town records.51 The townsmen abided by some general principles 

in choosing how the lots drawn should be located and drawn up within those general areas. First, 

if disbursing land in multiple areas around the town, the townsmen made an effort to situate new 

holdings near the homes and farms of the freemen.52 This could not always be done; where it was 

not feasible, either because the land disbursed was all in one area or for another reason, land was 

simply allocated and laid out in the order that the lots were drawn.53 And even if the holdings 

could be situated generally near the homes and farms of freemen, the order produced by the 

lottery was still used to assign plots within that general area.54  

In addition to prescribing the general area parcels should be laid out in, the townsmen 

took care to regulate the general appearance of parcels by regulating a maximum length for each 

lot. Even when laying out parcels individually, the townsmen generally disliked long, narrow 

parcels for unspecified reasons,55 possibly because such parcels were likely to create access 

problems for neighbors or result in streets too far apart. Hence, the townsmen tried to take care 

when effectuating the divisions to prescribe a maximum lot length, preventing these awkwardly-

shaped pieces.  

                                                 
49 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1662-1684, supra note 32, at 425 (request of Mr. Harriman). 
50 Id. at 209-24. 
51 Initially, they were probably only recorded in the Land Records. However, for the later divisions, the actual metes 
and bounds of the lands surveyed were recorded in the Town Records as well. See id. at 499-529 (describing metes 
and bounds of the parcels laid out in the second division of sequestered land). 
52 See id. at 403-04. 
53 See, e.g., NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1684-1769, supra note 32, at 402 (“it must be [laid out] by lot”). 
54 Id. 
55 Id. at 36 (complaining of Matthew Moulthrop’s request, “considering how Inconvenient it lay in a long narrow 
slip”). 
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Although they provided some guidance on the general areas to lay out and the maximum 

length, the townsmen did not prescribe the contours of the individual parcels; those were only 

recorded after they were surveyed, as opposed to being determined in advance. The town thus 

seems to have invested discretion in appointed surveyors and “sizers”56 to determine the exact 

layout and boundaries of demarcated properties appropriate for each division of land without any 

predetermined map.57 Although there is no clear distinction between surveyors and sizers, it 

seems from later records that surveyors were tasked with determining the overall layout of lots 

while sizers were tasked with ensuring that each individual lot conformed to the size prescribed 

by the townsmen.58 Sizers were ordered to determine the lot shapes “by theyer prudence and best 

discretion” according to the order prescribed by the lottery.59 Perhaps to ensure the fairness of 

their survey, the surveyor and sizers were required to attend to surveying in groups, and an 

oversight committee was appointed to help advise surveyors and sizers how to proceed if they 

should run into any difficulties, like an unexpected natural feature or a squatter.60  

Even though it is unlikely they had any maps, the surveyors and sizers were not totally 

unguided on the manner in which they should lay the parcels out.61 Instead, in advance of the 

surveyors’ arrival on site, the townsmen instructed them where exactly to begin; then, the land 

                                                 
56 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1662-1684, supra note 32, at 401 (“[The] committee had had considderations laetly 
about it and had thoughts of som persons that might be fit as sizers to lay out ye sd diuision, and now if ye Towne 
were satisfied with them they might establish them . . .”).  
57 See id. “[Y]e Towne by vote desired & appointed [five freemen] to lay out ye sd 3d diuision & to size ye Land by 
theyer prudence and best discretion according to ye order of ye 29th of Decembr last . . . .”). 
58 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1684-1769, supra note 32, at 228 (appointing veteran sizers to lay out the fourth 
division and suggesting that sizers worked on a lot-specific basis). 
59 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1662-1684, supra note 32, at 401. 
60 Id. at 401. 
61 I have been unable to find maps supplementing the third division, and it is uncertain whether they ever existed for 
the divisions pre-dating the sixth division. Only land transfers referring to the land in the divisions from six onward 
make any reference to a “Survey” on record for the new buyer (or interested searcher of the records) to look at. The 
first reference I found to a survey is in 1737. Deed of May 6, 1737 (recorded June 14, 1737), in 10 NHLR, supra 
note 31, at 356, 356. 
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was to be laid out in a zigzag pattern, back and forth, skipping over highways, according to the 

order from the lottery. In the third division, for example: 

And to begin with ye first Lott behind Mr Tho: yaels farme Land Next unto Joseph 
Bradlys Line, and thence upward behind Mr yale & Mr Streets Land, Leauing ye 
high way between Mr yales and Mr Streets Land to run out, and when past Mr 
Streets Land to goe on by ye East ruer side, until they com as farr as is Land fit to 
lay out unto ye blew hills, and then to turne downward by ye mill Riuer side, and 
when thos ranges of Lots are layd out, then to turne up againe by that range by ye 
mill Riuer to lay out to ye blew hills, & then downe again . . .62 
 

This pattern is not an anomaly; other records ordering the layout of other divisions instruct the 

surveyors and sizers to use the same back-and-forth pattern, leaving space for streets.63  

Unfortunately, even in the seventeenth century, the “individual-survey” and “mass-

survey” systems clashed. Those lands granted and surveyed in response to an individual’s 

request might fall squarely in the middle of the large-scale plan. For example, we have this 

account of anticipated problems with the third division: 

Allsoee ye Towne ordered that ye Lotts throughout both [areas being surveyed] 
should be laid out Eight score Rod in length, wher ye Land will beare them soe 
Long, but not to Exceed Eightscore, Except it bee where eyther a riuer or Lands 
already laid out shall make cranks or crooks, and therein to exceed ye sd length no 
more then ye case necessarily requireth, any difficulty therin to be issued by ye 
appointed committee.64 
 

The pre-1700 surveyors were thus told to do their best to ensure the parcels did not exceed the 

maximum length, but land granted to an individual before the division could get in the way and 

impede that goal. 

These features of the individual and large-scale surveys explain how New Haven’s mixed 

system was created. The system of property allocation and demarcation in New Haven around 

1700 can be summed up as follows. The town records or divisions gave surveyors the the order, 

                                                 
62 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1662-1684, supra note 32, at 404. 
63 Even divisions after 1700 were laid out this way. See NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1684-1769, supra note 32, at 
337 (describing each “Teer” of the second division of the sequestered land). 
64 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1662-1684, supra note 32, at 404 (emphasis added). 
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size, and location of the parcels they were entrusted with laying out – but they also had to work 

around any individually-surveyed parcels already laid out. The townsmen and surveyors made 

efforts to regulate the maximum length of parcels and to provide for relatively straight roads. But 

outside of the original “town plat,” streets formed rectangular blocks infrequently.65 And parcels 

were nearly never uniformly sized because of the way divisions were effectuated. New Haven’s 

system was far from the vision of regularity and predictability Libecap and Lueck would 

associate with the rectangular system. If early survey maps of New Haven existed, these records 

indicate that they would have shown a mix of property layouts: in some sections, individual 

parcels scattered across the countryside, and in other sections, properties of different sizes and 

shapes fronting straight streets. 

 

B. BOUNDARY LITIGATION IN NEW HAVEN BEFORE 1700: THE ATWATER-GOODENHOUSE 
DISPUTE 
 
 Unsurprisingly, the early mixed system formed by these survey procedures seems to have 

left some uncertainty about boundaries. Although boundary disputes were infrequent, those 

which did occur give us some insight into how and why the irregular system functioned when 

tested in litigation. I have read all the New Haven General Court and County Court records 

predating 1700, and the Atwater-Goodenhouse dispute is by far the property dispute recorded in 

the most detail.66 We probably owe the depth of description to a few oddities of this case. First, it 

was an action for both defamation and trespass, because Atwater claimed he had been harmed by 

Goodenhouse spreading the rumor that he did not own the lands in the disputed territory.67 

Second, it took four years for the New Haven court to settle the matter, even with intermittent 

                                                 
65 See, e.g., HISTORY OF THE CITY OF NEW HAVEN, supra note 44 (depicting map from 1724, which shows irregular 
streets meeting at odd angles outside the original Nine Squares). 
66 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1649-1662, supra note 32, at 405-07. 
67 Id. at 404. 
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admonishments that the parties should try to settle the business themselves.68 It was complicated 

enough that it was brought up in at least four meetings.69 Third, the Governor of New Haven 

colony was involved, since at least one of the parties had approached him to try to achieve a 

result in advance of litigation.70 Still, despite these oddities, the Atwater case also seems 

representative of most early boundary disputes in other ways: as in other boundary disputes, the 

critical issues were who had the right to use and sell the disputed boundary land.71 And the type 

of testimony in the Atwater case, which I will explore in-depth below, seems characteristic, 

judging from the other boundary disputes in the New Haven County Court records from the 

seventeenth century.72 The Atwater Case can therefore be used to understand how a typical 

boundary suit might have looked, even if an ordinary dispute might have been less involved and 

protracted than this one. 

 The dispute between the two started when Goodenhouse, the defendant, felled trees near 

the boundary line, and Atwater, the plaintiff, confronted him; Goodenhouse and his wife claimed 

to others that both Atwater and the original surveyor of Atwater’s parcel, Lieutenant Seely, “had 

                                                 
68 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1662-1684, supra note 32, at 39-40 (resolution of case on April 7, 1663, with 
admonishments to parties) [hereinafter Atwater Case IV]; NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1649-1662, supra note 32, 
at 405 (start of litigation on June 7, 1659) [hereinafter Atwater Case I]. 
69 See supra note 68; see also NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1662-1684, supra note 32, at 21-22 [hereinafter Atwater 
Case III]; NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1649-1662, supra note 32, at 514-16 (1662 testimony of person seeking to 
buy Atwater land about his knowledge about the parcel’s history) [hereinafter Atwater Case II]. 
70 Atwater Case I, supra note 68, at 406. 
71 Atwater Case II, supra note 69, at 514 (stating that Samuel Marsh wants to purchase the land, hence Atwater’s 
desire to resolve the case); Atwater Case I, supra note 69, at 405 (stating that dispute began when Goodenhouse fell 
trees on the alleged Atwater property). Contemporary boundary disputes involve the same issues. See, e.g., NEW 
HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1662-1684, supra note 32, at 37 (Caffinch against Bishop, in an action disputing the rights 
of title of both sellers); Tuttle v. Alcock, 2 New Haven Co. Court Rec. 133, 133 (1703) (unpublished collection, on 
file at Connecticut State Library) (neighbors “have caused the whole or a greater part of the grass growing on 
[plaintiff’s] meadow to be cutt and removed”); Thompson v. Bradley, 1 New Haven Co. Court Rec. 186, 186 (1691) 
(unpublished collection, on file at Connecticut State Library) (“action of ye case for unlawfull entrey & detainment 
or improvement of lands” between owners). 
72 See, e.g., Thompson, 1 New Haven Co. Court Rec. at 186 (referring to records, like Thompson’s continuously 
documented ownership since 1682); Osborn v. Homler, 1 New Haven Co. Court Rec. 128, 128 (1681) (unpublished 
collection, on file at Connecticut State Library) (referring to unrecorded testimony of defendant about property line).  
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dealt vnrighteously in laying it out.”73 This account suggests that Atwater’s land must have been 

laid out individually, as opposed to being part of one of the major land divisions. This is because 

a single surveyor was responsible and the records describe the land being “la[id] out to him,” 

likely signaling that the survey was a response to Atwater’s request for land.74 

 To determine the rightful line between Atwater and Goodenhouse, the court looked to 

three sources of evidence: first, eyewitness testimony; second, parcel history; and third, 

documentation. Eyewitness testimony was the most important source of information about the 

property. The court heard testimony by multiple individuals over the course of the four year 

dispute: a man who cut wood on the property fifteen years earlier, and saw a marked stake which 

he believed to be the line; a man who cut pipe staves on the property near a certain marker and 

paid Goodenhouse’s predecessor for that right; and three men who claimed Goodenhouse’s 

predecessor had showed them each the bounds of the land so that they could do work on it felling 

trees and erecting fences.75 The court also heard the lengthy testimony of Atwater’s prospective 

purchaser, Samuel Marsh, that twelve years earlier, Marsh spoke to several men who told him 

where the boundaries were – even though one of those men now denied this account in front of 

the court (anyone familiar with today’s hearsay laws would marvel at this testimony).76 Marsh’s 

testimony is particularly interesting for the early historian of property markets, because it reveals 

the process of buying land in the early colonies. Marsh saw some land while working with a 

friend in the meadow; finding it a “pretty good peice of land,” his friend advised him to go talk 

to Atwater.77 Atwater and Marsh met, and Atwater agreed to sell some of his land, directing him 

                                                 
73 Atwater Case I, supra note 68, at 406. 
74 Id. (emphasis added). 
75 Atwater Case I, supra note 68, at 406-07 (recounting testimony of John Herriman, Edward Parker, Henry 
Hummerston, William Andrewes, and William Paine, respectively). 
76 Atwater Case II, supra note 69, at 515. 
77 Id. 
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to townsman Lieutenant Seely “who could inform him of the bounds.”78 At first, Seely merely 

told Atwater where the line was, based on features of the property (including marked trees and 

natural features). Atwater traveled with fellow residents Parker and Wooden to look for the 

markers, but they were confused by the apparent markers described by Seely; Wooden thought 

that Captain Turner, the owner before Goodenhouse, owned or worked on certain pieces that 

were within the bounds.79 Atwater bought the land despite the confusion, but then asked Seely to 

come back and actually draw out a plot and show him the lines. Lieutenant Seely arrived and 

pointed out a tree marked with “2 noches, wch he sd signified the second Lott,”80 like a colonial 

version of the modern house number. Marsh’s testimony to this story was admitted and 

considered by the General Court even though he was obviously interested in the outcome of the 

case. Still, in an early property dispute in which eyewitness testimony was critical, the testimony 

of the purchaser about what he thought he was buying was probably fairly valuable. 

 After eyewitness testimony about the boundaries, the second-most important source of 

information for the courts was parcel history. The court looked at evidence pertaining to the 

owner before Goodenhouse, Captain Turner, including his ownership and work on the property 

and the structures he built on it over the preceding fifteen years.81 But even parcel history was 

bound up with the identity and reputation of the owner. Indeed, the defendant’s key argument 

from parcel history was that it did not make sense that a man of stature like Captain Turner 

would build a barn and a fence on another man’s land.82 

                                                 
78 Marsh’s account suggests that Seely was the original surveyor. Id. Seely was a prominent figure on the town, 
serving on many committees, including at least one in charge of determining the bounds within the town. With 
respect to the Atwater story, then, it is very likely Seely was probably the person who originally determined the 
bounds of the plot. See NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1649-1662, supra note 32, at 18, 34 (showing Seely on 
committees involved in town governance and surveying). 
79 Atwater Case II, supra note 69, at 515. 
80 Id. 
81 Atwater Case I, supra note 68, at 406. 
82 Atwater Case I, supra note 68, at 406. 
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 The third source of information for the court was documentation. However, there was 

nearly none: Atwater was only able to produce the plot of the land that Lieutenant Seely 

produced at his request once there was already confusion about the boundaries.83 Conspicuously 

absent from the court records are references to other documentary records that might have 

existed – the recorded deed in the New Haven Land Records, any contracts, the original survey 

by the surveyor, or the entry in the Town Records where Atwater requested the land. This lack of 

reference to written material does not seem unusual for cases before 1700. 

 To solve the long-running dispute, the Court sent two representatives for each party to go 

with a surveyor to try to survey out the land.84 But it is significant that the court tried to have 

Atwater and Goodenhouse work it out themselves first.85 Contemporary boundary disputes also 

indicate that parties were advised to try to avoid litigation when determining disputed 

boundaries, by working it out themselves or talking to surveyors before approaching the court 

system.86 One court record even explicitly advises the parties that “(ther being meadow enough 

there for euery man’s proportion, [they should be] neigbourly & Louingly to Considder & agree 

soe as euery man may haue his proportion.”87 In other boundary disputes, the residents seem to 

have obeyed these neighborly norms by asking the town if they could have other land, rather 

than confronting the trespassers; for example, in 1679, rather than sue, one resident merely 

“complained that by ye possesors of aioyning Lot he was disturbed or put of his sayd Land, [and] 

now requested that ye Towne would let him haue it ther or in som other sutable place.” But in the 

Atwater case, the parties bickered until the end, with Goodenhouse claiming that even the court-

                                                 
83 Id. at 406. 
84 Atwater Case II, supra note 69, at 515. 
85 Atwater Case IV, supra note 68, at 39-40 (laying blame on both parties for the long business). 
86 See NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1662-1684, supra note 32, at 420 (Osborne case) 
87 Id. 
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ordered survey was flawed.88 Ultimately, the court held that because Atwater had never claimed 

Captain Turner’s barn to be on his property before Turner died, both parties had to bear their 

own costs of survey and litigation, with Goodenhouse owing Atwater just ten shillings for his 

encroachment over the original property line.89 

 The Atwater Case provides several lessons about the way litigation functioned in New 

Haven’s irregular property regime. It shows that written records were nearly absent from the 

court’s consideration; if they existed at all, the parties did not present them as evidence. But 

second, and more important, is how the Atwater case demonstrates that the system was wholly 

dependent on collective knowledge at the litigation stage, be it in the form of eyewitness 

testimony, or the general reputation of a parcel owner. And community was important to both the 

evidence and the remedy: the parties were expected to work out their own disputes over 

boundaries using surveyors and their own neighborly mores.  

 

C. PROPERTY DESCRIPTIONS IN NEW HAVEN BEFORE 1700 
  
 If collective knowledge was significant for litigation, it was essential for property 

description. When transferring their land to one another and recording deeds in the Land 

Records, New Haven residents relied primarily on markers that are unidentifiable to a modern 

reader, but which were clearly significant to the early community. Many early deeds rely on 

unidentifiable markers: natural features like creeks,90 unnamed streets,91 unnamed wharves, 

                                                 
88 Atwater Case IV, supra note 68, at 39 (“Mr Goodenhouse pleaded yt dauid Atwater had not attended ye order of ye 
Court in not takeing two men with the surveyor . . . .”). 
89 Id. at 39-40. 
90 See, e.g., Deed of Feb. 3, 1678 (recorded Feb. 3, 1678), in 1A NHLR, supra note 31, at 3, 3. 
91 See, e.g., Deed of Apr. 15, 1696 (recorded Apr. 27, 1696), in 1B NHLR, supra note 31, at 298, 298-99 
(transferring “one parcell of arable land lieing and being in the little quarter so called containing by estimation about 
an acre and half more or less bounded by land of Thomas Leek southward by the Mill river eastward by land of 
Samuell Mix northward and by the highway westward”). 
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harbors, and common fields,92 colloquial names for lots and neighborhoods,93 and even rocks and 

orchards.94 These features are mostly impossible to identify now, but before 1700, property 

locations must have been ascertainable using community knowledge to interpret the descriptions. 

Chances were that some degrees of separation out, a resident could identify the lot from the 

description by identifying a neighbor referenced in the deed, or the feature or neighborhood 

described in the deed. Because the community was small enough, properties could be identified 

even though they used such impermanent markers. One deed, from John Johnson to Joseph 

Mansfield in 1684, may serve as a representative example. Johnson transferred “a certain piece 

or parcel of meadow, one acre of the meadow adjoining to the said Mansfield his land, near his 

dwelling house, lieing in form triangular and divided from other meadow of mine the said 

Johnson by a ditch.”95 This deed references a neighbor (the transferee, in fact), a ditch, and a 

non-permanent structure to help identify the property. It could only be interpreted by a resident 

who could identify one of those people or things. 

While merely identifying the location of a property is hard, it is important to note that 

identifying precise boundaries from these markers is impossible today, and would have also been 

difficult for colonial residents. Before 1700, most deeds relied exclusively on area, rather than 

perimeter, to describe any measurement of the land.96 General information about the area or a 

neighbor did nothing to point out where the property line was; some properties must have had 
                                                 
92 See, e.g., Deed of Apr. 25, 1693, in 1B NHLR, supra note 31, at 123, 123-24 (transferring land bounded “on the 
east by the harbor at the fort point”). 
93 See, e.g., Deed of Dec. 30, 1692, in1B NHLR, supra note 31, at 99, 99 (transferring “a certain parcel of land 
containing by estimation three acres and a half be it more or less being within the bounds of New Haven aforesaid in 
a field commonly called Bushy lot”). 
94 See, e.g., Deed of Aug. 5, 1687 (recorded Aug. 11, 1687); in 1A NHLR, supra note 31, at 405, 405 (transferring 
“one parcel of land in the second division of the suburbs quarter (so called) containing by estimation sixteen acres be 
it more or less, bounded westward by John Clarks land, southward by the land of Edward Preston, northeast by the 
highway, the upper end on the rocks as the south line of said quarter runs”); Deed of June 18, 1683 (recorded June 
21, 1683), in 1A NHLR, supra note 31, at 160, 160-61 (transferring land “bounded to the southward by the lands 
and inclosures of Mr James Bishop and of William Paine to the westward by the Orchard”). 
95 Deed of June 9, 1684 (recorded June 24, 1686), in 1A NHLR, supra note 31, at 240, 240. 
96 See infra Subsection III.C.2. 
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stakes or marked trees, but these could be manipulated or destroyed, or might be hard to find 

without a surveyor. Worse, not all properties were rectangles, squares, or even four-sided. The 

Johnson property was “triangular” – meaning that all three sides of the property were of 

indeterminate length and location.97 At least if it were rectangular, a searcher would only need 

the length and width of one side. 

To function in the irregular system, the recording institutions were dependent on resident 

knowledge to interpret the property descriptions and find boundaries. It is hardly a wonder that 

when that knowledge faded with time, or when relationships between neighbors soured, as in the 

Atwater Case, extant records were not referenced by courts. Testimony and oral history were far 

more reliable and easily-procured sources of information about the property when disagreements 

arose.  

III. CHANGING TRENDS IN DEMARCATION AFTER 1700 
  
 But the community knowledge which sustained the institutions of the irregular 

demarcation system was already showing signs of weakness by 1700. Around then, New 

Haven’s property regime began to transform in some revealing ways. Using changes in 

surveying practices, litigation practices, and property descriptions, this Part will demonstrate that 

New Haven moved away from its reliance on collective knowledge to run the property regime 

and toward systematization during the eighteenth century.  

 
A. CHANGES TO METHOD OF LAND DISTRIBUTION AFTER 1700 
 

                                                 
97 Deed of June 9, 1684 (recorded June 24, 1686), in 1A NHLR, supra note 31, at 240, 240. 
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As 1700 arrived, the amount of available land was shrinking in New Haven and 

elsewhere in the colonies.98 In his study of Massachusetts, Konig has attributed the increasing 

amount of property litigation and increasing claims to land in Essex County between 1660 and 

1680 to the increasing scarcity of land during that time period, as second-generation members of 

colonial families sought to claim their shares of land and determine the boundaries that their 

fathers, relying on the abundance of land, did not much care about.99 Evidently, the same second- 

and third-generation land grab was happening in New Haven.  

As the abundance of land disappeared and New Haven’s population increased, individual 

requests for property, and with them, individual surveys, became much less prominent in the 

records.100 Soon after 1700, residents began requesting “exchanges” of land with the town, as 

opposed to requesting grants from common or undivided land.101 In addition to nearly 

eliminating the individual distribution method, the scarcity of land also necessitated a few 

changes to the large-scale distribution system. By 1710, after the fourth division, the proprietors 

were concerned that there might not be enough land to go around for the fifth division.102 The 

townsmen had already begun to change the rules for the divisions accordingly. By 1702, 

continued residence of the original proprietors or their heirs in New Haven was a requirement to 

receive future disbursements from the division system, with exceptions for seamen and 

apprentices whose parents still resided in the town.103 Mere relation to an original proprietor was 

no longer sufficient.  

                                                 
98 Konig has identified population growth and decreasing availability of land as the main reasons for formalization 
of the recording system in Massachusetts. Konig, supra note 12, at 153-54. 
99 Id. at 153-55. 
100 See generally NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1684-1769, supra note 32. 
101 See, e.g., id. at 562 (recording town’s exchange with William Thomson in 1725); id. at 198 (request for exchange 
from Dickerman, Goodyear, and Thomson in 1703). 
102 Id. at 295. 
103 Id. at 198 (“Voted that the persons that y the pole or head shal be allowed in the 4 devision are the propriators 
that made the purchas in the year 1683 and their children and that were in this town in January 1702 only allowing 
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Other regulations sought to give the new New Haven residents their share of land 

distributions, as New Haven’s population started to increase.104 Longtime residents and 

established families may have begun to distinguish themselves as the “Town-Born,” as opposed 

to the “Interlopers,”105 but the townsmen’s policies toward the new freemen in its changes to the 

division system were rather fair. Beginning in 1702, new residents could purchase the rights to 

enter the lottery for the new land divisions, and those who already had a right to a lot could 

assign or sell their draw to someone else.106 And although the original settlers and their 

descendants, known as the “first purchasers,” received more land in the lottery on account of 

their earlier investment in the colony,107 the land benefits of that primacy were drastically 

reduced between the fourth division in 1702 and the fifth division in 1711.108 These changes 

indicate that despite the lack of precise population information for this era, demographic changes 

were occurring that led the townsmen to adjust the prevailing distribution system to 

accommodate new residents and adjust for scarce land. 

  

B. BOUNDARY LITIGATION IN NEW HAVEN AFTER 1700 
 

In concert with the changes to land distribution, boundary litigation changed after 1700 as 

well. By the early eighteenth century, the cracks in New Haven’s knowledge-dependent property 

regime were being exposed as it was threatened by increasing litigation and other “non-

                                                                                                                                                             
to persons gone to sea and prentices bound out to Lear trads whose parenc Live in the town.”); id. (see Assignment 
paragraph).  
104 Trowbridge, supra note 24, at 229. 
105 OSTERWEIS, supra note 20, at 228. 
106 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1684-1769, supra note 32, at 207 (“[A]ny person or persons shall have any Right 
to Land in the Half Division by his own Right or by his predecessors or by purchass”). 
107 Id. at 294 (in discussing the rules for the fifth division, explaining that there would be attempts to slightly reduce 
the amount of land “first purchasers” received on account of the first purchase (pre-1683), and reducing the amount 
of acres awarded per hundred pounds for all purchasers from 1702 onward). 
108 Id.; see also id. at 183 (fourth division, showing reduction in distribution for first purchasers from two acres per 
initial 100 pound investment to one acre). 
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neighborly” claims to land. Although not an example of litigation, the town’s attempt to establish 

the boundaries of Mr. Davenport’s farm in 1724 demonstrates the problems with the old system 

and its reliance on community knowledge instead of documentation. Davenport’s farm was 

granted to him in 1640 and surveyed in 1646, and a record was made in the Land Records, but 

using mostly unidentifiable markers that were incomprehensible even by 1724. And some town 

residents had evidently begun to question where exactly the farm was located as land became 

scarce.109 Hence, to find the boundaries, the townsmen brought in every man over seventy who 

had lived in New Haven since his childhood.110 Each man testified to the townsmen as to what 

his father or other elders told him about the boundaries of the farm and what he thought was 

common knowledge about it – one man claimed that the property line was known by “Common 

Repute” to be marked by a “white stone.”111 Indeed, this incident shows that the first and second 

generation New Haven citizens who were part of the close-knit group of settlers were aging, and 

the value of the oral history of parcels was waning. As the community grew and time passed, the 

information sustaining the irregular system was starting to be lost. 

Accordingly, New Haven courts and arbitrators began looking to formal sources of 

information instead of eyewitness testimony to clear up disputes about property lines.112 For 

example, in Smith v. Brown,113 a 1715 case from New Haven, the jury relied on no witness 

testimony to reach its verdict on who owned the disputed area of land. Instead, they relied on a 

number of documents and records dating back to 1689, including the initial distribution of the 

                                                 
109 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1684-1769, supra note 32, at 543 (stating that “until very Lately,” no one had 
questioned the boundary lines). 
110 Id. at 542-47. 
111 Id. 
112 I have reviewed all the county court records pertaining to boundary disputes from 1700-1780. Although many 
contain only a few details, those which receive any discussion at all indicate that reliance on documentation and 
town records became commonplace in the eighteenth century. See 1-8 New Haven Co. Court Rec. (unpublished 
collection, on file at Connecticut State Library) (containing property dispute records from 1678 until 1782). 
113 3 New Haven Co. Court Rec. 41, 41-42 (1715) (unpublished collection, on file at Connecticut State Library). 
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land (Smith’s ancestors had drawn the eleventh lot in the division), wills, and past deeds in the 

Land Records.114 In a post-colonial case from 1796, Heirs of Hall v. Hall,115 the court similarly 

relied upon a will and the written and recorded deeds to determine the boundaries between 

disputing brothers, rather than the understanding of the parties or any oral testimony from them. 

(Notably, one brother, the defendant, claimed that he possessed and fenced in the land, which he 

would not have done had the boundary been where his other brother claimed it was. This was the 

type of argument that had worked in the Atwater case, but that argument failed with the court, 

which ruled for the plaintiffs.)116  

The written sources relied upon by eighteenth-century courts are very different from the 

sources relied upon by the court in the Atwater Case. It is not clear whether increased litigation 

led to the increased number of references to written records, or vice versa: when more records 

became available, litigation adapted. But what is clear is that reliance on community knowledge 

was much less important to courts and juries. In place of testimony, courts looked for concrete, 

formal proof of boundaries and ownership as the eighteenth century went on. 

Also waning were the community norms that had led courts and the legislature to 

discourage litigation and encourage cooperation between neighbors or heirs over boundary lines, 

again attributable to scarce land and an increasing population. The townsmen and proprietors 

themselves had become less than ideal neighbors; in the 1750s, they formed a committee to 

determine what land was theirs and how they could go about recovering any land claimed or 

encroached upon by others.117 The town had one dispute with a “Mr. Greenough” in late 1749, 

                                                 
114 Id.  
115 Heirs of Hall v. Hall, 2 Root 383, 383 (Circuit Court of Connecticut, New Haven County 1796). 
116 Id. 
117 2 New Haven Proprietors’ Records, supra note 34, at 56 (“Voted . . . [that there] be a Committee to Search after 
the proprietors [land] wherever it is Invaded by persons who have taken in some part thereof . . . .”). Later records 
indicate that the townsmen were still having a difficult time keeping underutilized highways free from private 
encroachment. In 1768, at a town meeting, the following vote was recorded: 
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who had fenced up some land over the boundary between his land and the town’s property.118 

Instead of accommodating him by exchanging land with him, or offering him land in a different 

area, as they might have done in the past, the proprietors noted that “if he Shall refuse to do any 

thing about ye [encroachment], then the[ townsmen] are hereby Desired to proceed against it” – 

signifying that even the town was willing to litigate over its boundary rights by the mid-

eighteenth century.119 

 
C. PROPERTY DESCRIPTIONS IN NEW HAVEN AFTER 1700 
 

Knowing that formal records became increasingly important in litigation, I designed a 

study to evaluate changes in property description after 1700. I empirically examined how 

residents discussed their land when transferring it, and how that changed over time. Evaluating 

the language in the deeds in this way provides insights into changes to and problems with the 

irregular demarcation system. Most significantly, the changing trends in description further 

demonstrate the decreasing relevance of collective, public knowledge and the increasing 

importance of town-proliferated information, including (1) new, official names for streets and 

features and (2) official, written records.  

  1.  Methodology 
 
 I examined property descriptions in New Haven using the following method. For the 

years 1678 to 1827, I sampled five deeds at random from the New Haven Land Records. The 

                                                                                                                                                             
 

Whereas there are many highways taken in by Persons who have possessed them more than fifteen 
years and now Claim the Same by vertue [sic] of the Law of Possession which to the Town Seems 
altogether unreasonable that they should hold the Same It is therefore voted that the Selectmen 
remove Such persons off from Such highways and if they Cannot do it with a Course of Law, they 
are hereby directed to try a Case in the Law, and See whether highways Can be holden by 
Possession at the Cost of the Town. 

 
NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1684-1769, supra note 32, at 804. 
118 2 New Haven Proprietors’ Records, supra note 34, at 2. 
119 Id. 
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deeds are organized chronologically by the date of recording, since they are merely logbooks of 

the deeds, as entered by the county clerk.120 To sample the deeds, I selected fifteen arbitrarily for 

each fifteen year period. I transcribed the relevant information in the deeds, including the names 

of the grantor and grantee, date signed and date recorded, and the compensation recorded for the 

land. I also transcribed the language used to describe the metes and bounds of the parcels being 

transferred. The standard form for the descriptive portion of the deed is exemplified by this deed 

from March of 1710, in which Abigail Jones, “spinner,” deeded land to John Sherman, 

“husbandman”: 

[I hereby give to John Sherman] a certain parcell [sic] of upland to me belonging 
Lying within ye Limits of sd N. Haven being half Division Land Lying upon Long 
Hill on ye west side containing in Quantity four acres Bounded as followeth by 
highways Eastwd & Westwd by Land of sd John Shermans northwd & southwd . . . 
.121 
 

Most deeds from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries follow this general pattern, describing 

the piece of land transferred according to markers adjacent to it.  

 To examine trends in the way New Haven residents were legally identifying their land, I 

identified and tracked all of the types of descriptors recorded by the clerk: 

• neighbor 
• area 
• perimeter (not measurable, e.g., from the rock to the house) 
• perimeter (measurable) 
• unidentifiable features (includes rivers, creeks, rocks, orchards, unknown structures) 
• identifiable features (named features) 
• unidentifiable infrastructure (common land, a town bound, a town line) 
• identifiable infrastructure (named infrastructure, including wharves) 
• unidentifiable street (street, highway) 
• named street or highway 
• neighborhood (“so called,” quarter, division, parish) 

                                                 
120 Not all are recorded chronologically, but I can only speculate on why some are out of order. Perhaps residents 
could present other evidence of earlier deeds – the county clerk might have backdated the deed when he entered it 
into the town’s official records. 
121 Deed of Mar. 30, 1710 (recorded Mar. 30, 1710), in 3 NHLR, supra note 31, at 295, 295. 
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• name of the previous owner of their land 
• name of the previous owner of their neighbor’s land 
• matter of public record (another deed, probate record, etc.) 

 
No descriptors were omitted. If the deed contained the descriptor, I assigned a value of “1,” but 

did not assign a value of more than one if it contained the same descriptor multiple times. If the 

deed did not contain the descriptor, I assigned a value of “0.” The coding system therefore 

represents a “yes/no,” simple analysis of whether the deed contains a particular descriptor. 

Continuing with the Jones-Sherman deed described above as an example, according to my 

method, I would therefore assign it values of “1” for the following variables: area (“four acres”), 

unidentifiable street (“highways”), neighborhood (“half Division”), identifiable feature (“Long 

Hill”), and neighbor (“John Sherman”).122 All other variables are marked “0.”  

 2.  Results 
 

The full results are contained in the Appendix,123 but a summary of the results in fifteen-

year intervals is below. 

 Neighbor Area Unknown 
Feature 

Unknown 
Infrastructure 
(Non-Street) 

Unknown 
Infrastructur

e (Street) 
Neighborhood 

Previous 
Owner 
(their 
land) 

1678- 13 12 5 0 3 11 2 
1693- 15 13 0 8 9 9 7 
1708- 14 14 3 3 9 11 2 
1723- 13 15 1 1 9 11 3 
1738- 13 14 1 2 9 9 6 
1753- 13 15 0 1 9 9 5 
1768- 14 14 0 1 11 10 4 
1783- 15 12 3 2 11 5 5 
1798- 14 10 1 0 7 6 10 

 

Matter of 
Public 
Record 

Previous 
Owner 

(neighbor 
land) 

Named 
Infrastructur

e (non-
street) 

Named 
Infrastructure 

(street) 

Named 
River or 
Feature 

Perimeter (by 
feature) 

Perimeter 
(meas.) 

1678- 0 2 1 2 4 2 1 
1693- 0 1 1 1 3 0 0 
                                                 
122 Id. 
123 See Appendix 3 (Study of Sampled Property Descriptors). 
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1708- 0 1 0 0 6 0 0 
1723- 3 2 0 1 4 0 1 
1738- 5 1 1 0 5 0 1 
1753- 2 0 1 0 4 0 2 
1768- 1 3 2 0 0 0 2 
1783- 3 1 2 5 2 0 5 
1798- 8 1 3 9 0 0 5 
 
  3. Analysis: Changing Trends in Description 
 
 First, it is notable that one variable did not fluctuate over more than a century of records: 

neighbor. Residents consistently described their parcels according to the identities of their 

neighbors, with at least 80% of all deeds sampled using that measure. The constancy of that 

variable serves as persuasive evidence that the fluctuations in the other variables provide reliable 

information about changing trends in property description, and the factors residents believed 

were important to demarcate their property.  

  The first significant trend in property descriptions over the eighteenth century is the 

growing importance of named descriptors. In the absence of street addresses, a named descriptor 

– whether a natural feature or a street – would go a long way to help identify a property, 

particularly when coupled with other information, such as the names of a neighbor or two. After 

1768, references to named infrastructure, such as wharves and commons, rose to be in between 

13-20% of deeds; after 1783, references to named streets occurred in nearly a third of deeds, and 

after 1798, 60% of deeds, up from a maximum of 6.7% at any other time that century.124 As a 

related trend, references to colloquial names for areas and neighborhoods decreased, particularly 
                                                 
124 Strangely, the popularity of referencing descriptors with common names did not extend to natural features. Use 
of unnamed waterways and features persisted from the earliest deeds to the latest, on-and-off, even as named streets 
and infrastructure grew increasingly significant in property descriptions. That constancy is anomalous, especially 
because there is distinctly increasing disfavor for describing properties according to named rivers; indeed, if we 
leave out the odd results from 1813 to 1827, when 26.7% of deeds referred to named waterways, the other results 
after 1768 show a sharp decline in the use of named features, from over a quarter prior to 1768 to nearly none. There 
is no obvious explanation for that trend, except to speculate that perhaps the town government felt no need to name 
features like creeks, rocks, and hills, and so it kept those traditional descriptors while adding the more helpful named 
descriptors as guides. Apart from this odd result, predictably, reference to all other unnamed descriptors – unnamed 
streets and infrastructure – decreased relatively constantly, likely because of the increased references to named 
descriptors. 
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after 1783. This makes sense; as people could rely on town-proliferated names, colloquial names 

became less important. 

 The second significant trend in property descriptions is the growing importance of parcel 

history and documentation in the property descriptions. Names of previous owners of the 

transferor’s own land, previous owners of their neighbors’ lands, and reference to matters of 

public record all increased over the period, and in particular, beginning in the 1730s and growing 

after the 1780s. References to matters of public record rose sharply in 1738, and stayed 

consistently high, particularly after 1783. It is doubtful that reference to earlier parcel owners is 

an effort to tap into collective knowledge. Instead, I hypothesize one of two explanations is 

responsible for the increase in these variables. One explanation would be that reference to prior 

owners may be another, indirect way of referencing documentation, since an interested purchaser 

could look up previous owners in the indexed land records to locate the parcel. The second 

explanation is that it might have been difficult for residents to keep up with newcomers and new 

buyers; they were no longer aware of who owned what, and neighbors might not even have been 

able to identify new owners, as the residents before 1700 had been able to. Hence, they relied on 

what they did know, which might have been information about historic owners of the property as 

opposed to the current owners. 

 Both these major trends – as well as a final trend, the rise in references to measurable 

perimeters – suggest that collective knowledge had begun to fail as a reliable source of 

information about property locations and boundary lines. Over the eighteenth century, property 

descriptions eschewed references to imprecise features and unidentifiable roads in favor of 

reference to written town records and officially-named streets and infrastructure. The increasing 
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importance of these variables demonstrates the declining value of collective, public knowledge 

in the recording system, and the increasing value of town-proliferated information. 

 

D. CHANGES TO SURVEYING PRACTICES AND THE RISE OF THE RECTANGULAR SYSTEM 
AFTER 1700 
 
 Also after 1700, the surveying practices for the divisions began to change, creating 

layouts that were more regular than any before that date. Before 1700, divisions were produced 

on-site by the surveyors and sizers and with no written record from the original survey. But after 

1700, this changed. During the fourth division, for the first time, the townsmen entered the 

results of the survey into the town records – not just the order of lots, but also the precise length 

and width of each parcel.125 Additionally, by the division of sequestered land in 1704, the 

townsmen began to refer to each line of lots in between highways in each area as numbered 

“Teers,”126 making identifying particular parcels much easier.127 For example, the first lot laid 

out in a division would be the first lot in the first tier in that number division. Both of these 

changes made identifying the owner or recipient of a particular parcel and identifying the 

boundaries of that parcel much simpler. The townsmen also took care to record where they put 

the roads around the different tiers of parcels. By knowing its width and the tier in which it was 

located, a particular parcel could be found using the roads as markers.128  

 Additionally, a look at the dimensions of the parcels recorded reveals that the townsmen 

had begun to strive for uniformity in parcel alignment by 1704. In the fourth division, for 

                                                 
125 Id. at 235-50. 
126 See NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1684-1769, supra note 32, at 337 (describing each “Teer” of the second 
division of the sequestered land); Deed of Mar. 5, 1712 (recorded Mar. 5, 1712), in 3 NHLR, supra note 31, at 487, 
487 (referring to “my fifth Division Lott being Land out in ye first Tier it being ye third Lott”). 
127 See, e.g., Deed of July 28, 1725 (recorded Aug. 16, 1725), in 6 NHLR, supra note 31, at 706, 706 (identifying 
property transferred using “the next Teer of lots” as a marker). 
128 Adjustments still needed to be made because of leftover problems from the individual survey method. Id. at 200 
(record of the fourth division from 1703, stating that “[N]o allotment shall be Laid out above 80 Rods long except it 
be nescescary by Reason of some other propriety of land already Laid out.”). 
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example, most parcels were rectangles either 40 or 80 rods long, although they were of varying 

width.129 There were the occasional outlying parcels that were far longer130 or triangular,131 but 

the overwhelming majority of lots within tiers were of uniform depth. The first division of 

sequestered land in 1704 resulted in similarly uniform parcel length, with most parcels having a 

length of twenty or forty rods.132 This uniformity contrasts with the layouts produced in the 

irregular system, which, because of individually-surveyed plots and unanticipated features, 

resulted in strangely-shaped blocks of parcels of all different lengths and widths.  

It was also not long into the eighteenth century before on-site, ad hoc lot sizing seems to 

have disappeared entirely in favor of pre-planning and comprehensively structuring 

neighborhoods. By the fifth division in 1711, the town opted to stop using sizers to measure 

individual lots, instead choosing to plan out the dimensions of each lot in advance to pass on to 

the surveyor.133 For the sixth division in 1720, in advance of laying out any plots or even picking 

the order of the lots, the proprietors laid out a highway grid of numbered tiers that the surveyor 

could then fill with the assigned parcels. This was a big change from even the fifth division, 

when convenient highways were planned in response to the planned lot layout, and was a major 

step toward the regular system, although lots still varied in overall area within the street grid.134 

Additionally, for the first time, the deeds for the sixth division and the divisions thereafter show 

that official maps and surveys of lots were drawn and put on record with the town.135 Although I 

                                                 
129 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1684-1769, supra note 32, at 235-50. 
130 See, e.g., id. at 248 (describing long lots of Heaton and Russell). 
131 See, e.g., id. at 250 (describing lots of Yale and Elcock). 
132 Id. at 421-32. 
133 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1684-1769, supra note 32, at 295-96. 
134 Id. at 461, 462.  
135 See Deed of Aug. 3, 1765 (recorded Aug. 3, 1765), in 27 NHLR, supra note 31,at 225, 225 (“one half of one 
certain Lot of Land in sd Town in the 9th Division in the Name of Lieut. Abram Dickerman which contains one 
quarter of an acre & Eight rods bounded according unto the originall Survey on Record”); Deed of Apr. 24, 1738 
(recorded Apr. 25, 1738), in 10 NHLR, supra note 31, at 480, 480 (recording transfer of seventh division lot and 
referring to survey); Deed of May 6, 1737 (recorded June 14, 1737), in 10 NHLR, supra note 31, at 356, 356 (“said 
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have found no copies of these documents, the fact that the deeds refer to them indicates that they 

must have been with the land or town records at some point and could have been searched or 

referenced. Correspondingly, the divisions from 1720 on produced much more regular layouts. 

By 1756, with the eighth division, nearly all blocks were rectangular and composed of similarly-

sized lots (although the block size and therefore lot size still varied slightly by tier, from around 

one hundred to one hundred and thirty rods in length).136  

 Ultimately, even the division system faded in importance. The changes in population and 

land availability, which I have mentioned several times, undoubtedly contributed to its demise. 

But there were also funding problems. While trying to perform the eighth division in the 1750s, 

the townsmen faced a fiscal crisis. The costs of paying for surveyors had long been levied on the 

landowners receiving disbursements. But now, because the rolls of taxpayers were so long and 

“the owners of the Lands so laid out [were] very much scattered about the world and many of 

them altogether unknown,”137 they could not collect the funds in advance to pay for laying the 

division out. The town coped by trying to raise money to perform the division,138 but obviously 

this strained the system.  

Perhaps because they were already facing the need to invest town money in the initial 

surveying of properties, around 1750, New Haven undertook its first survey of parcels to sell 

directly to residents. In other words, instead of being granted to the townsmen, the lots were 

auctioned to the public with initial bid prices set by the town leaders.139 The townsmen surveyed 

the new development according to a fairly strict “rectangular system,” within Libecap and 
                                                                                                                                                             
[sixth division] Land being Bounded as may appear upon Record in the Town of New Haven according to the 
survey . . . thereof”). 
136 2 New Haven Proprietors’ Records, supra note 34, at 58-79 (describing eighth division lot dimensions ranging 
from about fifty rods two deep to single lots one hundred and thirty rods deep); see also id. at 152-73 (describing 
similar program for ninth division lots, laid out in 1767). 
137 2 New Haven Proprietors Records, supra note 34, at 52. 
138 Id. 
139 2 New Haven Proprietors Records, supra note 34, at 9-10. 
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Lueck’s definition of the term. The pre-surveyed land was in Oystershell Field, the area of New 

Haven located east of State Street between Church Chapel Street and George Street, south of 

where the Wooster Square neighborhood is today.140 A committee was appointed to “Search ye 

Records, Draw a Plan of Small Lotts convenient for building, consider ye method of Sale, & how 

ye money shall be Secured, and the time of Payment, and what shall be necessary to be done in 

the affair.”141 The committee split the land into seventy-five nearly uniform, rectangular lots 

divided by a few perpendicular streets.142 The Oystershell Field development shows that 

rectangular system had achieved dominance in New Haven: the town and city was surveying 

new neighborhoods systematically.  Beginning in 1700, the town had moved toward rectangular 

demarcation from the irregular system, and by 1750, the town was filling its new land with 

uniform lots, a long way from the individualized and ad hoc surveying that dominated land 

distribution a century earlier. 

IV. EFFECTS OF THE SHIFT TOWARD REGULAR DEMARCATION 
 

In the eighteenth century, New Haven’s surveying system, litigation practices, and 

recording practices all underwent changes showing that the increased population had challenged 

the irregular system and its reliance on community knowledge for its institutions to function. As 

these aspects of the property regime changed, New Haven simultaneously moved toward 

rectangular demarcation systems. The rectangular system was better suited to the new system of 

recordation, which in turn, was better suited to litigation practices that increasingly relied on 

documentary evidence. It is hard to determine whether any one of these features of the property 

regime caused the changes in another feature – for example, whether litigation needs influenced 

                                                 
140 NEW HAVEN TOWN RECORDS, 1649-1662, supra note 32, at 48 n.  
141 2 New Haven Proprietors Records, supra note 34, at 9. 
142 Appendix 2 (Survey Map of Oystershell Field). 
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the changes in property descriptions, or vice versa. It is even hard to say with certainty whether 

trends in litigation evidence and property description were adaptations to the new surveying 

practices and the growing importance of uniformity and regularity.  

Instead of looking for causes and effects across the property regime, I have suggested 

throughout that changes in population were the root cause of the decline of the irregular 

demarcation system. While early on, community knowledge may have made the irregular system 

efficient and functional, with a larger population, that source of knowledge eroded. Hence, New 

Haven turned to a system that was regular and more predictable. Even though it had higher initial 

set-up costs, it became efficient for the residents to take on those costs. By investing in a regular 

system, they could reduce the high costs of the irregular system in a less close community, like 

the costs associated with increased litigation and subsequent corrective surveying to determine 

the original lines. 

New Haven’s regular demarcation system was implemented just in time to accommodate 

some changes to the New Haven economy, and a provocative question is whether and how the 

regular system facilitated New Haven’s economic growth. Between 1700 and 1750, new policies 

from London encouraged the New England colonies to send livestock and other goods to the 

West Indies, and as the main coastal town in Connecticut, New Haven rose to prominence as a 

site of export.143 By 1715, New Haven and Boston had begun to carry on vibrant trade in furs, 

lumber, cloth, and other products.144 Land trading and transport appears to have taken off in this 

time period as well. In 1717, the Connecticut legislature permitted John Munson of New Haven 

to set up a wagon route from Hartford to New Haven “to pass and transport passengers and 

goods,” on the condition that he faithfully do so from spring through fall or else face penalty of 

                                                 
143 See generally Trowbridge, supra note 24. 
144 OSTERWEIS, supra note 20, at 101. 
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fines.145 The amount of tonnage in New Haven’s harbor increased fortyfold between 1748 and 

1774.146 New Haven was exporting its products across land and over sea. 

New Haven’s new system of demarcation, with the accompanying advantages it offered 

in description and litigation, may have helped facilitate this economic boom, as it was not until 

after 1700 that land values started to increase in the colony. The value of New Haven’s taxable 

estates either dropped or stagnated between 1666 and 1710, even as the boundaries of the town 

increased with each division, meaning the value of the land being acquired was worthless or the 

value of the land already owned was dropping or stagnating. The town was also growing in 

population,147 but that still failed to increase the output of the town and thereby increase the 

overall wealth of its inhabitants before 1715. It may not be coincidence that the explosion in 

estate wealth occurred as New Haven moved toward more systematic demarcation. Regular 

demarcation made identifying property to transfer easier; the ability to describe and identify land 

to a purchaser became less dependent on knowing the identities of neighbors, which may have 

encouraged buyers to pay more. It made ownership more certain, perhaps increasing the owner’s 

investment in improving and working all of the property. It made roads straight and predictably-

located, facilitating transport of goods from farms to merchants. It would be fallacious to 

attribute New Haven’s success in the eighteenth century to one cause, let alone the demarcation 

system, but one must wonder if it is at least partially responsible for increasing land values in the 

colony. 

Analyzing whether the rectangular system left New Haven “better off” than it had been 

with an irregular system is another complicated question. Indeed, despite the increase in the 

                                                 
145 6 PUBLIC RECORDS OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT 37, available at http://www.colonialct.uconn.edu/. 
146 Trowbridge, supra note 24, at 229. 
147 New Haven started with about two-hundred-and-fifty people in 1641. DAYTON, supra note 28, at 22. There were 
about 1400 inhabitants in 1748. Trowbridge, supra note 24, at 229. 
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value of taxable estates, New Haven’s residents may have been poorer per capita in 1774 than 

they were at any time before 1710;148 in other words, the average land value per citizen was less 

after systematic demarcation than it had been before. However, that ignores the massive influx of 

people that accompanied New Haven’s boom in wealth and land value. These people may have 

temporarily diluted the per capita value of taxable estates, meaning that the relatively less sharp 

increase in that value is likely not due to any decrease in the land values of landowning New 

Haven residents. And besides, most residents – even new ones – who counted owning and 

working land as their primary occupation were probably better off.149 If we exclude the many 

male residents who were merchants and seamen and their families from the calculation, since 

many of the poorer seamen were probably not large landowners using their land to produce 

output, we may get a better picture of per capita wealth. In 1774, the number of “seafaring men” 

in New Haven was counted at 756. That number is nearly ten percent of the total population of 

the town in 1774, and closer to forty percent of all men in New Haven between the ages of 

twenty and seventy.150 The remaining sixty percent probably account for the majority of 

landowners, so only including them as the “population” in the per capita calculation results in a 

much less dismal view of average estate wealth in the later eighteenth-century. And yet, these 

calculations aside, the very influx of people who came to do business and buy land in the colony 

might be the best indication of how successful the new demarcation system was. New Haven’s 

land markets improved and the land values increased, causing more residents to flock to the 

prosperous town. 

                                                 
148 The value of taxable estates in New Haven in 1770 was around 63,000 pounds; we may estimate that in 1774, it 
had a value of between 65,000 and 70,000, resulting in a per capita figure of between 8 and 9 pounds. See  
149 OSTERWEIS, supra note 20, at 102. 
150 14 PUBLIC RECORDS OF THE COLONY OF CONNECTICUT 344 & n., 485, available at 
http://www.colonialct.uconn.edu/. 
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 At minimum, the effect of the more regular, uniform demarcation system on New Haven 

was that it improved the stability of the property regime as New Haven’s demographics and 

economy changed. Regular demarcation was a response to the same social pressures that 

changed the property description system and the litigation practices of the colonists. 

Formalization improved predictability and interpretability, which were critical as the social 

fabric which had sustained the irregular and informal systems broke down. 

CONCLUSION 
 

The history of New Haven’s changing demarcation system from 1638 onward indicates 

that property demarcation may be yet another area where formalization occurred in response to 

changes in society. While New Haven’s ad hoc, irregular demarcation system may have 

minimized the initial set-up costs of surveying and precisely recording boundaries, once New 

Haven’s population began to increase, the old system, which depended on collective knowledge, 

was no longer functional and imposed high search costs for prospective buyers and surveyors 

and increasing litigation and survey costs as residents struggled to determine the bounds of their 

holdings. In turn, New Haven adapted its methods of allocating and surveying land to make the 

demarcation system in newly surveyed areas more uniform and predictable. And whether as a 

cause or an effect, or merely a contemporaneous development, the property recordation and 

litigation systems began to rely on formal records and official actions as opposed to less formal 

sources of information about parcels.  

The land regime therefore seems to have evolved to minimize the costs of its members as 

the community grew – more proof positive for proponents of the efficiency and modernization 

theses. Of course, microhistorical studies of the demarcation regimes in other American colonies 

or even studies in developing countries would confirm that the story in New Haven is not an 
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anomaly. The evolution of New Haven’s property regime suggests that in other colonies or 

entities which initially adopt metes and bounds or mixed demarcation systems, regular 

demarcation would be adopted when population increases render irregular systems dependent on 

resident knowledge inadequate. Though irregular systems speak a language valuable and 

comprehensible to close-knit communities, regular demarcation systems communicate more 

clearly to newcomers and less-close neighbors, facilitating economic and social growth. 
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151 Taxable estates refer to the value of the land owned by taxable persons, who owed their dues on these assets to 
the British Empire. This is reliable data: the officials were deeply concerned with maintaining accurate records of 
the taxes owed to them. Data taken from HISTORY OF THE CITY OF NEW HAVEN, supra note 44, at 22, 31.  

Year Value of the Taxable Estates in New Haven (pounds)151 
1666 17474 
1670 16140 
1675 13550 
1680 14280 
1685 15428 
1690 15559 
1695 15101 
1700 16769 
1705 18528 
1710 17483 
1715 21384 
1720 28316 
1725 31160 
1730 36242 
1735 40001 
1740 41550 
1745 43750 
1750 54448 
1755 45924 
1760 56175 
1765 55695 
1770 63335 
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APPENDIX 2 (SURVEY MAP OF OYSTERSHELL FIELD) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: 2 New Haven Proprietors Records 19 (unpublished collection, on file at New Haven Colony Historical 
Society). 

 
(Note: the page is oriented with North to the left of the page; the right side of the page is Long Island Sound). 
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APPENDIX 3 (STUDY OF SAMPLED PROPERTY DESCRIPTORS) 
 

Overall Number: 

Year Neighbor Area Unidentifiable 
Feature  

Unidentifiable 
Infrastructure 
(non-street) 

Unidentifiable 
Infrastructure 

(street) 

Neighborhood 
("so called" or 

quarter, or 
division, 
parish) 

Previous Owner 
(their land) 

1678-
1692 13 12 5 0 3 11 2 

1693-
1707 15 13 0 8 9 9 7 

1708-
1722 14 14 3 3 9 11 2 

1723-
1737 13 15 1 1 9 11 3 

1738-
1752 13 14 1 2 9 9 6 

1753-
1767 13 15 0 1 9 9 5 

1768-
1782 14 14 0 1 11 10 4 

1783-
1797 15 12 3 2 11 5 5 

1798-
1812 14 10 1 0 7 6 10 

1813-
1827 15 11 3 1 4 3 4 

Year 

Matter of 
Public 
Record 

(Probate, 
Previous 

Deed) 

Previous 
Owner 

(neighbor's 
land) 

Named 
Infrastructure 
(non-street; 
e.g., wharf) 

Named 
Infrastructure 

(street) 

Named River 
or Feature 

Perimeter (by 
feature) 

Perimeter 
(measurements) 

1678-
1692 0 2 1 2 4 2 1 

1693-
1707 0 1 1 1 3 0 0 

1708-
1722 0 1 0 0 6 0 0 

1723-
1737 3 2 0 1 4 0 1 

1738-
1752 5 1 1 0 5 0 1 

1753-
1767 2 0 1 0 4 0 2 

1768-
1782 1 3 2 0 0 0 2 

1783-
1797 3 1 2 5 2 0 5 

1798-
1812 8 1 3 9 0 0 5 

1813-
1827 3 5 2 9 4 0 7 
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Percentage of Deeds Sampled: 

Year Neighbor Area Unidentifiable 
Feature 

Unidentifiable 
Infrastructure 
(non-street) 

Unidentifiable 
Infrastructure 

(street) 

Neighborhood 
("so called" or 

quarter, or 
division, 
parish) 

Previous 
Owner (their 

land) 

1678-
1692 86.7% 80.0% 33.3% 0.0% 20.0% 73.3% 13.3% 

1693-
1707 100.0% 86.7% 0.0% 53.3% 60.0% 60.0% 46.7% 

1708-
1722 93.3% 93.3% 20.0% 20.0% 60.0% 73.3% 13.3% 

1723-
1737 86.7% 100.0% 6.7% 6.7% 60.0% 73.3% 20.0% 

1738-
1752 86.7% 93.3% 6.7% 13.3% 60.0% 60.0% 40.0% 

1753-
1767 86.7% 100.0% 0.0% 6.7% 60.0% 60.0% 33.3% 

1768-
1782 93.3% 93.3% 0.0% 6.7% 73.3% 66.7% 26.7% 

1783-
1797 100.0% 80.0% 20.0% 13.3% 73.3% 33.3% 33.3% 

1798-
1812 93.3% 66.7% 6.7% 0.0% 46.7% 40.0% 66.7% 

1813-
1827 100.0% 73.3% 20.0% 6.7% 26.7% 20.0% 26.7% 

 

Matter of 
Public 
Record 

(Probate, 
Previous 

Deed) 

Previous 
Owner 

(neighbor's 
land) 

Named 
Infrastructure 
(non-street; 
e.g., wharf) 

Named 
Infrastructure 

(street) 

Named River 
or Feature 

Perimeter (by 
feature) 

Perimeter 
(measurements) 

1678-
1692 0.0% 13.3% 6.7% 13.3% 26.7% 13.3% 6.7% 

1693-
1707 0.0% 6.7% 6.7% 6.7% 20.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

1708-
1722 0.0% 6.7% 0.0% 0.0% 40.0% 0.0% 0.0% 

1723-
1737 20.0% 13.3% 0.0% 6.7% 26.7% 0.0% 6.7% 

1738-
1752 33.3% 6.7% 6.7% 0.0% 33.3% 0.0% 6.7% 

1753-
1767 13.3% 0.0% 6.7% 0.0% 26.7% 0.0% 13.3% 

1768-
1782 6.7% 20.0% 13.3% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 13.3% 

1783-
1797 20.0% 6.7% 13.3% 33.3% 13.3% 0.0% 33.3% 

1798-
1812 53.3% 6.7% 20.0% 60.0% 0.0% 0.0% 33.3% 

1813-
1827 20.0% 33.3% 13.3% 60.0% 26.7% 0.0% 46.7% 

 


